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Welcome

INTRODUCTION

Curo is proposing to build 57 homes with one, two and three bedrooms in Lawrence
Weston, all of which  will be for social rent, affordable rent and Shared Ownership. The
majority of the homes we are proposing are 2-3 bedrooms, in response to the local
housing need identified in the Lawrence Weston Neighbourhood Plan.

At this exhibition you will see details of the site with the opportunities and constraints it presents and our proposed site
layout and house types.

ABOUT CURO

Curo is a housing association with more than 13,000 properties across the West of England, providing homes for more
than 25,000 people.

Our mission is to provide great homes, support communities and improve lives. We’re committed to delivering affordable
homes for local families – we provide homes for rent, Shared Ownership and sale.

We are a long term investor in the areas we develop, working to build thriving, sustainable communities. We don’t have
shareholders meaning that any profits we make are reinvested in our homes and communities.

YOUR FEEDBACK

We welcome your feedback on the proposals. Forms are available to complete today or can be taken away and returned to
Curo by Wednesday 28th March by email or post. Alternatively you can submit your feedback online, at
www.curo-group.co.uk/corbetclose from Thursday 15th March.

TIMESCALE

Curo intend to submit a planning application for the development of the site to Bristol City Council in June 2018. If
planning permission is granted, we intend to start on site early 2019 with completion of the development scheduled for
early 2021.
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The site
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The Corbet Close development comprises three adjoining sites: the former Long Cross pub, the Holly
House office  block and the site of the former Rockwell care home. Combining the three sites creates
the opportunity to provide up to 57 high quality new homes for Lawrence Weston. Curo Group have
been working with gcp Chartered Architects and Bristol City Council to produce development
proposals which make the most of the site and respond to local needs and ambitions.

WHY WE NEED THE DEVELOPMENT

The three adjacent sites at Corbet
Close consist mainly of vacant and
underused buildings and land.
Redevelopment could provide much-
needed new affordable homes for
local families and could also deliver
increased security for the wider
community. We aim to provide a mix
of house-types and tenures, helping
to create a more thriving and
sustainable neighbourhood.

HOMES TO SUIT LOCAL NEED

The Lawrence Weston Housing
Needs Study shows that the greatest
local need is for 2 and 3-bedroom
homes, to encourage families to stay
in the area.

There is also a need for housing for
older people and those with
disabilities.

The site
could provide

up to

57
homes
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MAP KEY

        Corbet Close Site

        Main transport / bus routes to city centre & Avonmouth

        Pedestrian path

1.  Local amenities, food store & pharmacy

2.  Doctor’s Surgery

3.  Planned community hub & supermarket in progress

4.  Bus stops on Long Cross

5.  Ambition Lawrence Weston

6.   Bank Leaze Primary School

WHERE?

10 min. (0.5miles)
walk radius
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DIAGRAM KEY

Pedestrian / cycle access

Potential vehicle access

Significant mature trees

Localised surface water flood risk

Overlooking from existing homes

Services

Site analysis: Opportunities
and constraints

The site comes with many constraints which have been taken into consideration when developing the
proposals, including: relationship to existing homes surrounding the site on all sides, key pedestrian
routes to the nearby school and the presence of a sewer and electricity lines.

DIAGRAM LEGEND

1. Services main sewer wayleave to north of site

2. Services foul drain currently runs through the south of the

site

3. Electricity sub-station

4. Existing tree bank to north provides a separation point

between existing and new development

5. Pedestrians main route through to the school

6. Long Cross is busy and complex with islands, bus stops &

street parking

7. Corbet Close narrow and quieter than Long Cross

8. Optimum orientation for solar / PV

9. Significant level change between each section of the site
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Despite the constraints, the site presents a good opportunity to deliver more homes for local people.
The proposal ensures a pedestrian route through the site is maintained, promoting healthy and active
lifestyles. With 100% of the new homes available for social and affordable rent and Shared Ownership,
the development will make a  significant contribution to the affordable housing stock available in
Lawrence Weston.  The layout below shows how site constraints will be tackled and existing facilities
upgraded.

SITE ACCESS

Corbet Close used for access as
existing

New adopted road to the
terraced houses

Shared surface / ‘courtyard’
streets

Pedestrian route to school
widened and improved

Pedestrian route to fields
maintained

Font and rear access to the
houses

Entrance to car park widened

GREEN SPACE

Trees provide visual barrier
between the development and
the route to the woods

ACCOMMODATION

Terrace houses with private
gardens

Apartments and maisonettes
with dedicated parking

Existing office converted to
over 55s apartments with
dedicated parking
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Housing mix

The development will offer local families the opportunity to stay in the area by providing suitable
housing.  It will also deliver homes specifically designed for those with mobility issues and a number
of one-bedroom apartments for single people and those who want to downsize. The homes will be
available for affordable rent, social rent and Shared Ownership.

Whether a home is intended for affordable rent, social rent or Shared
Ownership, there will be no visual distinction from the outside. All homes
will feel part of one integrated community.

Tenure
blind

50%
of proposed homes are 2-

Bedroom properties

2
homes are specifically designed

for wheelchair users

33%
of proposed homes are for

Shared Ownership

9 9

17 1 13

2 6

APARTMENT

HOUSE

FOR 2 PEOPLE FOR 3 PEOPLE FOR 4 PEOPLE FOR 5 PEOPLE

HOW MANY HOMES ARE WE PROPOSING?

Total:

57
homes

WHAT TENURES WILL BE AVAILABLE?

Affordable Rent: 25 homes

Social Rent: 13 homes

Shared Ownership: 19 homes

Home designed for
wheelchair users

IN SUMMARY

MAISONETTE
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ACCOMMODATION

9 x 2-Bed Houses

9 x 3-Bed Houses

17 x 1-Bed Apartments

14 x 2-Bed Apartments

2 x 1-Bed Maisonettes

6 x 2-Bed Maisonettes

● Majority of the homes will
be 2 storey. Part of the
front elevation on Long
Cross is up to 3-storey tall.

● The external envelope of
the Holly House building
will be refurbished to
provide a much needed
cosmetic upgrade

SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY

● Homes will have good
levels of thermal
insulation and high
acoustic standards

● Homes will be provided
with secure bike storage

● Homes will be provided
with a storage area for
refuse and recycling bins

● New trees planted to
replace lost trees

ARRANGEMENT, TYPE AND MIX

Healthy, Safe and
Warm Homes

DIAGRAM KEY

3 - Storey

Existing apartments retained and refurbished

Ground floor office retained

BINS, BIKES & PARKING

DIAGRAM KEY

Secure bike store to rear gardens or communal bike store

Refuse and Recycling where possible visually integrated to front of homes

Refuse vehicle turning head

Adopted Highway (Access Route)

Private Parking
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private parking court

priv
ate

 park
ing court

private parking court

private parking court

private parking court

priv
ate parking court
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Healthy, Safe and
Warm Homes

ACCESS, ENCLOSURES &
OVERLOOKING

DIAGRAM KEY

Active frontage for overlooking

Main access and routes

Rear access

Site Entrance

Enclosure (low)

Enclosure (high)

LANDSCAPE AND GARDENS

DIAGRAM KEY

Potential tree replacement

Public open green space with retained trees

Private, secure gardens to houses and maisonettes

SAFE ENVIRONMENT

● Good connectivity
between houses increases
community feel and
keeping an eye out for
each other

● Parking is overlooked and
closely related to dwellings
for ease of access and
security

● Public footpath path runs
through the centre of the
site, naturally overlooked
through building
configuration and design

● Public footpath made
wider to encourage a
larger flow of people

● Secure gardens with tall
fences and safe access
around the site

HIGH QUALITY
PUBLIC SPACES

● The development retains
as many existing trees as
possible

● Pockets of soft landscape
are provided within the
street scene

● Shared surfaces /
courtyard design increase
community feel and safety

● Well-considered use of
materials enhances
courtyard spaces and
reduces the amount of
tarmac in development

● Parking spaces are
provided in communal
courts enabling parking
for residents and visitors
across the site
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Proposed homes - layout
The homes have been designed with families in mind with plenty of space to eat and relax together.
All houses have their own private gardens and all flats have communal external areas. There are a
variety of layouts proposed, all of which are based on national space standards, making sure
bedrooms and living spaces are well-sized for the residents.

TYPICAL HOUSE LAYOUT
FOR 4 PEOPLE

TYPICAL HOUSE LAYOUT
FOR 5 PEOPLE

TYPICAL APARTMENT
LAYOUT FOR 2 PEOPLE

TYPICAL APARTMENT
LAYOUT FOR 4 PEOPLE
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Proposed homes - design

The design of the proposed site and buildings is contemporary and introduces colour features while
using materials that reflect the surrounding character. Elevations will be built mainly in brick with
some contrasting materials; the render and coloured cladding will create a visual identity for the
development.

PROPOSED MATERIALS

A selection of brick and coloured materials, with
detailing to break up the buildings and reduce the
visual impact of massing.

Roofs will be tiled with a slate grey finish.

Thank you for taking the time to attend the public exhibition about the
redevelopment of Corbet Close. We hope you’ve found it useful - if you have
any questions about the proposals, please ask a member of the project team
present here today.

Thank
you!
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